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TROLL GROK
TrollGrok is a unique meme project on the
Binance Smart Chain that leverages the wit
and humor of Elon Musk through an AI chat
bot. The project taps into Elon Musk’s
renowned trolling tendencies by creating a
decentralized and entertaining ecosystem.
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TrollGrok introduces its native
utility token, named “TROLL.” The
token serves as the primary
medium of exchange within the
platform, facilitating various
interactions, transactions, and
community-driven activities.

KEY FEATURES

Elon Musk AI Chat Bot
TrollGrok integrates an AI chat bot
that emulates Elon Musk’s
conversational style and humor.
Users can engage with the bot to
experience witty interactions
reminiscent of Elon’s online
presence.

Real-Time Twitter
Integration
The project dynamically fetches
and displays Elon Musk’s latest
tweets in real-time, adding an
element of unpredictability to the
platform. Users can witness and
react to Elon’s latest trolls directly
within the TrollGrok environment.

Tokenomics

There is soo much to TROLL GROK..



COMMUNITY-
DRIVEN

DEVELOPMENT
NFT MARKETPLACE CHARITY

INITIATIVES

TrollGrok prioritizes
community engagement and
involvement in decision-
making processes. Decisions
such as meme creation
contests, feature
implementations, and charity
initiatives are driven by the
active TrollGrok community.

The platform features an
NFT marketplace where
users can buy, sell, and
trade limited-edition digital
assets inspired by Elon
Musk’s iconic moments and
memes. These NFTs serve
as unique collectibles within
the TrollGrok ecosystem.

Reflecting Elon Musk’s
philanthropic spirit, TrollGrok
allocates a portion of its
transaction fees and funds
raised from exclusive NFT
sales to charitable causes.
The community actively
participates in selecting and
supporting various charitable
initiatives.



Governance and Voting
TrollGrok token holders have the
power to influence the project’s
development through
decentralized governance. They
can propose and vote on changes,
ensuring a democratic and
community-driven evolution of the
TrollGrok ecosystem.

Staking and Rewards
Users can stake their TROLL
tokens to earn additional rewards
and participate in governance
decisions. Staking mechanisms
incentivize long-term commitment
and active engagement within the
TrollGrok community.



1. Launch of the NFT marketplace featuring
exclusive Elon Musk-inspired digital assets.
2. Real-time integration of Elon Musk’s
Twitter feed into the TrollGrok platform.

Roadmap
1. Token launch on the Binance Smart Chain.
2. Introduction of the Elon Musk AI chat bot.
3. Community-building initiatives, including
airdrops and meme contests.

1. Implementation of decentralized
governance for community decision-making.
2. Introduction of staking mechanisms and
additional rewards for token holders.

1. Rollout of charity initiatives with funds
contributed from TrollGrok transactions.
2. Establishment of strategic partnerships to
enhance the project’s reach and impact.

PHASE - 1
LAUNCH AND COMMUNITY BUILDING

PHASE - 2
NFT MARKETPLACE AND TWITTER INTEGRATION

PHASE - 3
GOVERNANCE AND STAKING

PHASE - 4
CHARITY INITIATIVES AND PARTNERSHIPS



WHY YOU MUST
BUY TROLLGROK.

TrollGrok brings together the vibrancy of meme
culture, the wit of Elon Musk, and the decentralized
power of blockchain technology. As a community-
driven project on the Binance Smart Chain, TrollGrok
aims to provide a unique and entertaining experience
for users while contributing to charitable causes and
fostering a sense of collective ownership. Join
TrollGrok and embark on a journey where humor,
innovation, and philanthropy converge in the world of
decentralized memes.



TOKENOMICS
Project name TrollGrok

Symbol : Grok

Token supply :
420000000000000000
90% Lp and fairlaunch

10% Cex listing



THANKYOU!


